A virtual lap of the Korean International Circuit
Sebastian Vettel: Red Bull Racing comes to South Korea. Hi, here are Mark Webber and Sebastian Vettel at
the brand new Korean International Circuit. 5.6km race track. One part is used all year for races, plus an
extension especially for our race weekend. 55 laps, counter-clockwise, all in all 309km. Five slow turns,
three high speed straights, two good spots for overtaking. And the last section is kind of a city circuit if all
the architect's plans are realised in the future. A first look on to Korea. Let's do a lap.
After the start, prepare for a double left. Turn one, watch the inside. Keep the speed up and accelerate
early. A good exit is crucial to reach full speed on the longest high speed stretch in Korea. Sixth, seventh
gear, full throttle. At the end of the fastest part lurks the slowest turn of the circuit. An overtaking possibility but a difficult braking manoeuvre. From over 300 down to 80. Miss the braking point and you're sent
right back. Catch up right on the last high speed stretch and into three extremely slow zig-zag turns. Here
you need to find a good rhythm, attacking the kerbs a little bit but also keeping the speed up.
Accelerate hard out of turn six towards a very fast sequence of turns. Very important to get through those
as clean as you can, otherwise you're almost taking off! Turn eleven, a long left hander with two apexes.
240km/h, heavy g forces that pull on your neck. After turn twelve begins the last section, designed as a city
circuit. Down to the harbour, still very twisty, hardly a breather to be had in Korea. Turn seventeen, a long
right hander. Again you feel the g forces pulling. One last little kink and back to the start/finish line. Hopefully with a good lap time.
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